
EXPLOSIONS, SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES, WILDLIFE CRIME A VISIT FROM THE 
CHIEF,

POSSESSION OF DRUGS AND FIREARMS, ANOTHER DRUG DEALER AND 
CONCERNS IN

SHAWBURY AND WEM.


-------------------------


This week members of the team have attended training led by the Royal

Logistic Core’s Explosive Ordinance Disposal team at a nearby army

camp. The training was to highlight best practice when attending

incidents involving explosive devices or suspicious packages.


I attended my training on Wednesday with a few other officers including

a special constable from South Shropshire who is a retired Lieutenant

Colonel!


We attended some class room sessions where we were provided with up to

date procedures and intelligence.


We were then shown the equipment that the operators used including the

light weight and larger robots. Very interesting stuff. I may have tried

on the ‘bomb suit’. I have a great deal of respect for the highly

trained operators who put themselves in harm’s way to protect us.


We were then shown a number of explosions (from a safe distance) ranging

from low to high and incendiary explosives.


We then put what we had learned into practice by completing a number of

scenarios. Valuable learning and thoroughly enjoyed by all the team.


We do have a number incidents in Shropshire when old explosives are

unwittingly dug up or suspicious packages are reported. There have been

occasions when the items were confirmed as hand grenades, mortars or

similar. On one occasion the ‘device’ did turn out to be a door knob

but better to be safe than sorry.


The learning was put to the test by some of the team later that day when

a suspicious device was reported at the Muller site in Market Drayton. A

cordon was put in place by officers and EOD attended. It was found to be

a cigarette pack containing a damaged vape.


The SNO for Whitchurch, PC Ben Jones was in attendance at our

headquarters in Worcester for three days this week learning all the

skills and law in relation to investigations involving wildlife crime.

Nice to have a budding expert in that field (no pun intended) on the

team.




On Thursday we were really happy to welcome Chief Constable Pippa Mills

and the Police and Crime Commissioner, John Campion to Whitchurch. We

carried out some foot patrols together and spoke about Whitchurch

issues, our recent successes, community partnership approach and plans

for the future. That’s my kind of meeting, outside. We did get a few

looks of confusion from some (there were six of us on patrol together)


Later that evening PC Jones interviewed a suspect for firearms and drug

offences after he was seen with what appeared to be a handgun in the

street and on another day when I searched him and found some cannabis.

We also recovered the handgun which was a gas powered air gun but looked

real enough. He will be referred to our Youth Offenders Team.


Over in Market Drayton PC Alan Ambrose was carrying out an investigation

following an incident the previous week. A quantity of drugs consistent

with supply were found on an individual by door staff at a licenced

premises which is great proactive work on their part. PCSO Andy King

seized the drugs. Today PCs Periton and Cheshire attended an address and

carried out a search. Further evidence was found and the investigation

continues.


Yesterday an incident occurred in Shawbury whereby some inappropriate

comments were made to a group of girls by an adult male. Understandably

significant concerns were raised by families of the girls and we

commenced an investigation. The male was identified, located and

arrested. The investigation continued today. PCs Jones and Heathcote

were heavily involved. Upon completion of the investigation the conduct

described did not amount to a criminal offence and the suspect has been

released from custody. Further visits and patrols will be completed over

the weekend.


Some concerns have also been raised in relation to drug dealing in Wem.

I am personally looking at this situation and have involved a number of

other police departments. I would like to again ask that if anyone has

information we can act on to get in touch with my Wem team. Thank you

for your patience. Unfortunately planning operations to tackle drug

trafficking is not straight forward and does take time.
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 MESSAGE SENT BY

Tim Lever

(West Mercia Police, Sergeant, North Shropshire (Whitchurch, Wem, Market

Drayton))


